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TAKE A SEAT
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small kitchen

A small-space remodel 
prioritizes comfortable 

seating and smart storage.

IF THE KITCHEN IS THE HEART of the 
home, then for these homeowners, 
the kitchen table sets the beat.

When the owners decided to 
remodel their dated kitchen, they 
knew they wanted to retain its eat-in 
function. However, the old table 
had become a dumping zone for 
the family as they came in from the 
garage. “They wanted a comfortable 
spot for meals, for kids to do 
homework, and for the family to 

gather,” designer Ann Kelly says.
They got what they were looking 

for—and a lot more. The sleek new 
kitchen features a custom banquette, 
plentiful storage, and beautiful 
surfaces, all in a small footprint.  

“We started out exploring 
the option of removing the wall 
between the kitchen and dining 
room,” architect Jeff Krieger says. 
But that option would not have left 
enough wall space for appliances and 
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cabinets, and it would have put the 
homeowners over budget.

“That’s where the banquette came 
in,” Krieger says. “It was the only 
way we could maintain seating for at 
least four and increase the amount of 
cabinetry and countertop. By running 
L-shape seating against the wall, we 
were able to create more floor space 
for circulation and add an additional 
30 inches of base cabinet, upper 
cabinet, and counter space.”

Not only does the banquette offer 
the best use of space, it also provides 
an added benefit: “We were able to fill 
it with a lot of storage,” Krieger says. 
“There are drawers on the side and 
concealed drawers below. We used 
every accessible space.” 

The banquette was designed 
to harmonize with the kitchen’s 
new cabinetry, which features 
pullout storage, an innovative lazy 
Susan in two corners, and toe-kick 
drawers. “Not even the 4 inches at 
the bottom of base cabinets were 
wasted,” Krieger says. The kitchen 

OPPOSITE: Offsetting the 
sink from the center of the 
window allowed a longer 
stretch of continuous 
countertop for prep space. 
ABOVE: The appliances, 
cabinetry, and hardware 
were selected for their 
clean look. FAR LEFT: Dark 
brown subway tile offers 
a stunning contrast to the 
crisp white cabinets. LEFT: 
Pullout towel racks and a 
full-extension lazy Susan, 
kept behind a retractable 
door, turn hard-to-reach 
areas into accessible 
storage space. 
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also includes floor-to-ceiling pullout 
cabinets with adjustable shelves and 
lots of storage capacity. 

A simple color palette—including 
cabinetry in white and backsplash tile, 
quartz-surfacing countertops, and 
refinished hardwood floors in shades 
of brown—helped give the room 
an open, airy feel. Purples on the 
banquette seating and accent pillows 
add variety and a splash of color.

“We put a lot of function into a 
relatively small space without feeling 
cramped,” Krieger says. The kitchen’s 
durable materials will offer years of 
beauty and resilience for countless 
meals and family gatherings around 
the table. KBI 
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 134.

ABOVE: A deep, single-
bowl sink makes it easy 
for an active family to 
fill and clean large pots. 
RIGHT: Two large pullout 
pantries with adjustable 
shelves offer floor-to-
ceiling storage for dry 
and canned goods. FAR 
RIGHT: Drawers on the 
side of the banquette 
stow table linens right 
where they’re needed. 
Smaller drawers make 
quick work of clearing the 
table. OPPOSITE: A custom 
banquette configuration 
maximizes every inch of 
accessible space.
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DISTINCTIVE KITCHEN LIGHTING
From oversize pendants to glam chandeliers, 
we share the best lighting options for today’s 
kitchens. BHG.com/KBILighting
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